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Presentation Notes
During the last couple years, technology has helped organizations and individuals worldwide adapt to unprecedented changes fast. Now, that accelerated pace of change has become the new speed of business.Organizations are responding to this challenge – and opportunity – by accelerating their digital business transformation.  Recent research shows that companies that digitally innovate outperform their peers.*  With this in mind, organizations are planning their future and how to make every area of their company better by leveraging technology – from operations, employees, cyber security, IT, and network infrastructure to customers, products, services and solutions.They are also determining which technologies and strategic partners can take their IT infrastructure and business imperatives to the next level and successfully into the future.   To help with that, in this presentation, you’ll get a sense of Aruba – our mission, innovations, solutions and our approach to partnering that helps our valued customers thrive.    ***** One example of recent research if asked: https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/strategy-and-corporate-finance/our-insights/the-great-acceleration



CONNECTING, SECURING AND DERIVING 
INSIGHTS FROM THE EDGE THROUGH SECURE 
EDGE-TO-CLOUD NETWORKING SOLUTIONS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IT infrastructure is a key foundation that enables day-to-day business and digital innovation.   Traditional networks were architected for employees working mainly in the office connecting to the data center.   Yet, organizations need to adapt as their workforce and data become increasingly distributed.This includes at the Edge:where mobile workforces access data center and cloud-based applications from anywhere and where IoT devices, sensors and their vast amounts of data get integrated into business operations.  Today, many network infrastructures are being modernized to improve experiences, optimize operations, be more agile and capitalize on these opportunities – wherever they are. Aruba is at the forefront of helping customers connect, secure and derive insights from edge-to-cloud.



[ej] noun:
Any place work gets done and data 
is generated by users, devices and 
things

EDGE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Mobile and Cloud Eras delivered significant technology advancements. The new opportunity frontier is the Edge.The Edge is any place work gets done and data is generated by users, devices and things.More data than ever is generated at the Edge. Turning data into actionable insights is an area of untapped business advantage.Insights from data help to:deliver new revenue streams, enhance and personalize customer and employee experiences, improveoperational efficiencies and achieve better business outcomes at scale.The amount of value and insights derived from data at the Edge is dependent upon the organizations ability to process, store, analyze and act on Edge data at the speed of business.



OUR CORE VALUES
We are customer first, 

customer last
Silicon Valley born: 

We are unconventional 
and innovative

Agile: “We are the 
biggest small company”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are customer first, customer lastWe don’t develop technology for technology’s sake – everything we do starts and ends with our customersWe are unconventional and innovativeWe’ve never been a traditional networking company. We’re always questioning, pushing boundaries, and charting new paths to success.We are the biggest small companyOver the years, we’ve treated our customers, employees, and suppliers like family while remaining nimble and ahead of market shifts.



7,000+
Employees

Dedicated Aruba Sales, 
Engineering and Support

Perennial Gartner MQ 
Leader in Wired & Wireless

#2
Market Share

Enterprise Wired & 
Wireless *

300+
Patents 

Awarded in 2021

HPE’s Intelligent Edge BU
Founded 2002

$3B
Annual Revenue

* Source: WWeC Revenue Marketshare - 650 Group CY2021

HQ: San Jose, CA
Technology Development 

Centers: San Jose, Bangalore, 
Quebec, Costa Rica, Beijing
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Here are some key facts about Aruba at a glance. ****WW Market share with China (#2 wireless, #3 wired)



2002 2021

Introduced controller
based enterprise

Wi-Fi

Policy based BYOD,
Controller-less Wi-Fi,

Remote APs

Skype UCC QoS,
Indoor Location Svcs,
Adaptive Radio Mgmt

Aruba, a 
Hewlett
Packard
Enterprise
company

Cloud-managed networks,
Aruba CX Wired OS,

First 802.11ac

Cloud-based AIOps, 
Live Upgrades,

SD-Branch, 
WPA3

First customer 
ship in 2003

iPhone flips the 
IT world upside 
down 

IoT and User 
Experience 
change how we 
work

Volume of data 
and devices 
requires 
automation and 
scale

Hybrid Work Services, 
As-a-Service Offerings,

First 6Ghz Wi-Fi 6E

Aruba responds 
to acceleration
of its Edge 
strategy and 
COVID-19 
requirements 

2015
Network Mgmt

Airwave
Security

Avenda
Amigopod

Indoor Location Wired

AI/ML

Security

UX Insights

SD-WAN

TWO DECADES OF 
LEADERSHIP AND INNOVATION 
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Here are a few key highlights of areas of technology innovation and investment that Aruba has made in the two decades since Aruba’s founding in 2002.Aruba technical innovations are listed on top, while key corporate acquisitions are listed on the bottom.****Highlight a few of the innovations you think are important for this customer/prospect.For reference:WPA3: https://blogs.arubanetworks.com/industries/wpa3-the-next-generation-in-secure-mobility/Wi-Fi 6E: https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20210525005243/en/Aruba-Introduces-Industry’s-First-Enterprise-Grade-Wi-Fi-6E-SolutionCX OS: https://blogs.arubanetworks.com/solutions/arubaos-cx-a-modern-programmable-network-for-the-mobile-and-iot-age/Skype UCC: https://blogs.arubanetworks.com/solutions/microsoft-skype-for-business-api-integration-on-aruba-central/



SECURELY POWERING EDGE-TO-CLOUD
FOR INNOVATIVE ORGANIZATIONS

500k
Customers served across 

Americas, Europe, Middle East, 
Africa, Asia Pacific, and Japan

100+
Of 130 WW R11 Universities

POWERED BY Aruba

Common Criteria, 
FIPS, and DODIN-APL 
Certified Solutions2

1 R1* Very High Research Activity Universities 
2 https://www.arubanetworks.com/solutions/government/certifications/
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Over 500 thousand customers trust Aruba and Aruba solutions to power their organizations, including for example the majority of the top 130 research universities worldwide.Also, many Aruba solutions have received high-levels of security certifications such as common criteria, FIPS and DODIN-APL.****LOGOS: INTERNATIONAL VERSIONCommon Criteria and FIPS Certified products: https://www.arubanetworks.com/solutions/government/certifications/ 



CUSTOMER INNOVATION WITH ARUBA

Next-gen digital, cashless, contactless fan and event experiences
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Presentation Notes
Here are a few examples of how Aruba customers are innovating from Edge to Cloud.  (Feel free to use what you like)At the state-of-the-art TQL Stadium for major league soccer in Cincinnati Ohio, their goal is to deliver next generation digital, cashless, contactless fan and event experiences.A few examples of how they are doing this include: mobile ticketing, wireless scanners for fast paperless entry (and to minimize counterfeiting), massive video screens with stats/graphics/animation, speedy point of sale devices and incorporation of hundreds of security cameras and door access devices.****Change customer examples to fit customer talking to. Visit the press releases and customer stories section of AN.com to find more.https://news.arubanetworks.com/news-release-details/2021/FC-Cincinnati-Standardizes-on-Aruba-at-TQL-Stadium-to-Deliver-Next-Generation-Digital-Cashless-Contactless-Fan-and-Event-Experiences/default.aspxLARGE PUBLIC VENUE USE CASEEnd-to-end Aruba ESP network (wired, wireless, security) in new 26k seat MLS (major league soccer) stadium.EXCEPTIONAL CUSTOMER EXPERIENCES:“SeatGeek” mobile ticketing offers mobile amenities while eliminating much of the counterfeit ticketing that is widespread throughout entertainment.“Fortress” wireless scanners for fast paperless entryTwo massive video screens and 14k plus feet of display live images, instant replays, up to the minute statistics, graphics and animations inside the stadium and across the building’s expansive eastern façade.200 point of sale devices controlled by cloud-enabled “Appetize” to support 175 foot and beverage vendors to process thousands of event transactions within milliseconds.Other connected systems range from hundreds of security cameras and door access devices to multiple business applications such as Microsoft Office 365.CUSTOMER QUOTE:“We based every aspect of designing, building, and maintaining our stadium on creating next-generation fan experiences. We determined Aruba was the leader in stadium deployments that provide fans with superior, high-performance, reliable and consistent experiences while being efficient and cost-effective to manage. Our network enables us to provide the exceptional experiences that help us to differentiate ourselves.” 



CUSTOMER INNOVATION WITH ARUBA

Optimizes patient care, capitalizes on 
real-time info, location services and IoT, 

leverages simplicity and cost savings
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In health care, Monument Health’s key goals are to enable exceptional patient care and enable its 4500+ physicians and care givers to make better decisions and access critical information wherever they work leveraging technology. Their Aruba solution enables them to innovate in terms of patients, physicians and health teams, and IT. They get greater network performance and reliability, use cost saving applications like voice over IP, enjoy ease of configuring devices once and having that configuration automatically applied across the network as appropriate, as well as being able to support their key healthcare applications such a Epic.****https://news.arubanetworks.com/news-release-details/2021/Monument-Health-Delivers-Optimal-Patient-Care-with-an-Aruba-Unified-Network/default.aspxHEALTH CARE USE CASEComprehensive network overhaul with ESP-based infrastructure to enable exceptional patient care andenable its 4500+ physicians and care givers make better decisions and access critical info from wherever they work.Realized that the network had to become a foundational building block that would help meet the needs of their evolving healthcare system.OPERATIONS AND IT INNOVATION:Excited about the greater performance and reliability of the Aruba infrastructureSaving time. The simplicity Aruba delivers saves substantial administrative time for the IT teamPlanned use of ClearPass’s fingerprinting and automatic classification of devices, to replace what was previously a time-consuming and manual process.“Being able to configure and fingerprint a device like a printer once and then have all of the same devices automatically placed into the appropriate segregated VLAN is huge.”Supports healthcare applications such as MyChart and Epic Enables new, cost-saving applications like Voice over IP for nurse communications – something that was impossible with the previous network infrastructure due to performance and reliability issuesUsing Aruba Location-based Services in the new building, adding Aruba beacons and a mobile app, to enable wayfinding.CUSTOMER QUOTE:“With the availability of real-time information, advancements in IoT that will necessitate connecting and tracking new devices, the push for more mobility, and the need to provide more consumer-centric facilities, the network had to become a unified foundation for these critical and still-evolving capabilities.” “Having a modern, unified network foundation is a game-changer for Monument Health that will allow us to adapt quickly to a rapidly evolving healthcare environment and ultimately, set new standards of care for our patients.”



CUSTOMER INNOVATION WITH ARUBA

Delivers transcendent guest 
experiences from rooms to 

dining to unique and 
immersive guest experiences
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In hospitality, Circa Resort and Casino’s goal is to differentiate in the highly competitive Las Vegas market by creating state-of-the-art immersive guest experiences.With their Aruba infrastructure, they use digital transformation and their network as a competitive advantage by powering technology enabled experiences in room as well as throughout their 1.25M square foot sports-themed property. Additionally, they optimized IT operations by for example reducing network configuration tasks by 75% and lowering their costs. Additionally, Aruba powers their operational IoT solutions such as robotic bartenders and connected physical safety systems.Circa was also able to create new opportunities and move into adjacent new market areas. Circa’s technology capabilities helped them win the Downtown Terminal for the new Vegas Loop project that is now a high speed transportation hub.Also, their high tech management system turned this terminal and Circa “Garage Mahal” into revenue generating business.****https://news.arubanetworks.com/news-release-details/2021/Circa-Resort-and-Casino-Standardizes-on-Aruba-to-Deliver-Transcendent-Guest-Experiences/default.aspxHOSPITALITY USE CASE.DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION: Technology and Network as Competitive AdvantageDifferentiates in highly competitive Las Vegas market by layering hospitality apps essential for profitability and overall success on an Aruba unified, high performance, flexible, scalable end-to-end network.Aruba network powers technology-enabled experiences with digital, video-centric, modern in-room amenities and resort relaxation, entertainment and gaming experiences in 1.25M square foot sports-themed property with bandwidth, performance, reliability and security to achieve Circa’s vision and 24/7 operationOPTIMIZE OPERATIONS: Lower Costs. Saved nearly a half million dollars by deploying Wi-Fi versus GPONOptimize IT Operations. Reduced network configuration tasks by 75%Operational IoT. Supports IoT operational solutions including robotic bartenders and connected physical safety systems.BUSINESS OUTCOMES & OPPORTUNITIES: Adjacent new market opportunities. Circa’s technology capabilities helped them win the Downtown Terminal for the new Vegas Loop project that is now a high speed transportation hub.High tech management system turned this terminal and Circa “Garage Mahal” into revenue generating business.CUSTOMER QUOTE: ”Our advanced and flexible Aruba network gives us the ability to layer on applications and solutions that differentiate us from all of the other properties in the market. That’s key to our profitability and our overall success.”



CUSTOMER INNOVATION WITH ARUBA

Supporting employee work 
from anywhere and 

coverage everywhere in 
state-of-the-art HQ
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In Dropbox’s new San Francisco headquarters building, employee connectivity and IT modernization were top of mind goals.Now employees work and connect to the internet wherever they are with a totally seamless experience.The Aruba infrastructure helps IT get high marks for their zero day one issues, easy remote software upgrades, monitoring and optimizing the health and performance of the network, and adding new features such as Wi-Fi calling.****Additional notes on Dropbox:2200 employees, 600M users worldwideMobility. Connect to internet wherever they are. Totally seamless experience. Work from anywhere. Coverage everywhere.Aruba Pro services awesome and best practices. Deploy zero issues. Day one zero issues/problems.Security extremely important. ClearPass. Certificates to devices. secure frictionless.Software upgrades seamless and done remotely to all officesHealth of overall network in one placeCustomer first. Taken care of during deployment.



CUSTOMER INNOVATION WITH ARUBA

Supporting tens of 
thousands of daily devices 

over 6.5M sq ft for classified 
and unclassified networks
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The Pentagon in Washington DC is modernizing their wired and wireless connectivity across all classification levels with Aruba infrastructure.In part, their goals are to create operational efficiencies, eliminate manual processes, provide automated secure device access for users, enhance security, and reduce IT training and support overhead.****https://news.arubanetworks.com/news-release-details/2020/The-Pentagon-Modernizes-Wired-and-Wireless-Connectivity-Across-All-Classification-Levels-with-Aruba-Infrastructure/default.aspxGOVERNMENT USE CASENETWORK MODERNIZATIONThe Pentagon Modernizes Wired and Wireless Connectivity, Across All Classification Levels, with Aruba InfrastructureUpgraded Networks Will Support Tens of Thousands of Devices Daily at United States Department of Defense’s 6.5 Million Square-foot HeadquartersThe Pentagon, headquarters of the United States Department of Defense (DoD), is modernizing its classified and unclassified networks to support over tens of thousands of devices daily. The network modernization will create operational efficiencies, eliminate manual processes, provide automated secure device access for users and reduce IT training and support overhead.In order to streamline network administration, training and support, the Pentagon’s modernization strategy included consolidating onto a single common platform for wired, wireless and security solutions across all network classification levels. It also sought to gain software-defined networking (SDN) capabilities in a solution that could interoperate with other vendors and systems. The Pentagon is expanding and updating its wireless network by adding an additional 3,000 APs.The Pentagon is replacing its legacy switches with Aruba access switches across all classification levels. When completed, the entire wired deployment will include over 150,000 wired ports.For SDN, the Pentagon is expanding its deployment of Aruba ClearPass Policy Manager, including the solution’s colorless ports feature, for secure network access control across its networks. In the future, the Pentagon will consider using ClearPass to unify access control for wired and wireless access across all network classifications.



PARTNERING
WITH ARUBA
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Let’s look at some reasons why customers choose Aruba as their technology partner.



EXPERIENCE

SALES AND SUPPORT
Dedicated Global Sales and 

Support organization

True customer advocacy culture: 
“Doing the right thing, caring, and 

sacrificing” for you

EXECUTIVE LEVEL ACCESS 
Industry Executive Group

Customer Advisory Councils 
(EDU, FSI, Retail, Technical)

Customer Experience Center
In person and virtual briefings

ATMOSPHERE
Americas – AsiaPac - EMEA

6000+ ‘Airheads’ Experiencing 
Aruba’s culture firsthand

AIRHEADS COMMUNITY
140,000 members strong

189 countries represented

60,000 discussion topics

Creating and sharing 
together as a community
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Our core belief at Aruba is “Customer First, Customer Last”. That means we, together with our partners, innovate for our customers. Everything we do starts with you and ends with you. 



POST COVID AND 
BEYOND, ARUBA ESP

ENABLING MAJOR 
TRANSFORMATIONS 
AND INNOVATION
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Now let’s shift focus to how Aruba’s core technology helps customers transform and innovate.One of the key ways we do that is through Aruba ESP, the Aruba Edge Services Platform.



REDEFINING THE EDGE 
NETWORKING STACK WITH 

ARUBA EDGE SERVICES PLATFORM (ESP) 
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Aruba ESP is designed to provide customers with flexibility and options to build their infrastructure in the way and with the timing that works best for them. ESP provides best in class infrastructure and security with AIOps automation across campus, branch or WFH environments that delivers visibility, performance and automation edge-to-cloud. Aruba Central is the single pane of glass management interface built on modern, microservices-based software and a simple user interface – for cloud or on-prem use. And, there's more.



SUPPORTING TRANSFORMATION 
AND INNOVATION WITH ARUBA ESP

Hybrid Work Secure Locations IT Operations Manufacturing Public Venues Education Hospitality Health Retail

DESIGNED FOR MODERN IT OR CONSUME AAS 
WITH HPE GREENLAKE FOR ARUBA

EDGE-CENTRIC USE CASES 

ARUBAEDGE
ECOSYSTEM
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G
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O
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S

SECURE USER AND IOT CONNECTIVITY - MULTI-SITE CONNECTIONS – LOCATION - APIS 
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Aruba ESP flexibility extends to work on prem, hybrid, in the cloud and as a Service.It’s ideally suited to help support business innovation and transformation across some the Edge-Centric Use cases show.ESP also integrates with hundreds of ecosystem partners that helps strengthen our value prop for specific customer applications.



SUPPORTING TRANSFORMATION 
AND INNOVATION WITH ARUBA ESP

DESIGNED FOR MODERN IT OR CONSUME AAS 
WITH HPE GREENLAKE FOR ARUBA

EDGE-CENTRIC USE CASES 
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SECURE USER AND IOT CONNECTIVITY - MULTI-SITE CONNECTIONS – LOCATION - APIS 

All Wireless 
UCC

Top Secret
Access

AI–Driven 
Workflows

Wi-Fi Based 
AGVs

HD Guest 
Wi-Fi

Student Device 
Onboarding 

Hotel PMS 
integration

Indoor 
Location

Temperature 
Monitoring
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Here are a few examples of Aruba and ecosystem partner specific solutions that support customer innovation.



Secure mobile-first connectivity that 
supports users and unified 

communications from campus to home

HYBRID WORK 
AND LEARNING

TRANSFORMATIONS AND INNOVATION 
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Let’s dive deeper into a few of these use case areas.Aruba ESP supports hybrid work and learning with built-in network intelligence and cloud-native capabilities to keep workers productive regardless of location.�For example, Aruba wireless solutions extend your corporate network into the home with a secure, easy to deploy, and cloud-managed alternatives to consumer-grade network equipment. Here’s how it works. IT ships an AP to the employee’s home; the employee plugs it in, downloads a configuration from the cloud, and they’re all set. Centrally managed access credentials map to corporate policies to keep the network secure. And it’s all centralized managed from the cloud. IT gets full visibility and AIOps assisted troubleshooting from anywhere.And that same level of visibility and capability extends across from home sites into large campus sites.  A employees and students start to work from multiple workplaces, Aruba technology ensures that the user and operator experience remains consistent throughout those locations. 



Interconnecting IoT and remote 
environments from LAN to WAN with 

cloud apps to enable next gen 
experiences and data driven insights

SMART 
HYPER-AWARE 

ENVIRONMENTS

TRANSFORMATIONS AND INNOVATION 
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In smart building use cases, IoT, sensors and applications are tailored to optimizing human activity monitoring, health and safety, and building operations.By securely connecting IoT devices and generating contextual information, Aruba’s networks enable building control and business applications to become hyper-aware of theiroperating environments.The richer the set of available data and context, the greater the opportunities to boost efficiency, productivity, profitability, reliability, safety, and security.****For more information: https://www.arubanetworks.com/assets/wp/WP_Smart-Buildings.pdf



ESP architecture enables end-to-end 
network security all protected by 

common, built-in Zero Trust and SASE 
security frameworks

EDGE-TO-CLOUD 
SECURITY

TRANSFORMATIONS AND INNOVATION 
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Aruba ESP is the only architecture that enables organizations to implement an end-to-end network comprising WLAN, switching, SD-WAN, and remote access, all protected by common Zero Trust and SASE security frameworks, built-in from the start. ******Add details as appropriate. For more information or illustration:Comprehensive visibility and role-based access controlIdentity-based traffic segmentation ensures consistent security policies are applied from the access edge to the WAN edge to the cloud.Designed specifically to deal with the flood of IoT devices connecting to the network, Aruba ClearPass Device Insight uses AI-powered discovery and profiling techniques to eliminate blind spots. Once profiled, devices are automatically assigned the proper access control policy and segmented from other devices via Aruba’s Dynamic Segmentation capabilities. This eliminates the complexity of using VLANs to control user and device access.Unified branch security and threat protectionAruba’s integrated threat defense capabilities cover a wide range of security challenges, including phishing, denial of service (DDoS), and increasingly widespread ransomware attacks.  Aruba EdgeConnect and SD-Branch gateways perform firewalling and identity-based intrusion detection and prevention (IDS/IPS), all reporting to Aruba Central. As a result, both the branch office LAN (east-west) traffic as well as the SD-WAN (north-south) traffic are equally and consistently protected.Cloud security automated orchestration and SASEAs organizations continue to migrate many of their applications to the cloud, it is critical that SD-WAN and security solutions adapt to this shift. By modernizing and integrating WAN and security infrastructure, customers can gain significant advantages both on the networking and the security side. The Aruba SD-Branch and EdgeConnect SD-WAN solutions provide market-leading SD-WAN capabilities combined with seamless automated integrations with leading cloud-hosted security vendors. This delivers a best of breed, edge to cloud SASE solution without compromising either network or security capabilities.



DESIGNED FOR THE MODERN IT OPERATOR

LATEST ADVANCEMENTS TO ARUBA ESP DELIVER

Combining Wi-Fi, wired and SD-
WAN capabilities @Home

EdgeConnect Microbranch

Converge all services on single RemoteAP
New SD-WAN microsite capabilities

Simplifying IT 
operator experience

Latest in Aruba Central

Self-healing AIOps
IoT operations 

Cloud authentication and policy

Unifying network 
architectures

ArubaOS 10

One OS for Campus and Branch; 
One platform converging IT and IoT

AOS10

BRANCH HQ/CAMPUS REMOTE OFFICE

LEVERAGING THE LATEST ADVACEMENTS IN AI AND CLOUD
TO DELIVER RESILIENCY AND AGILITY FOR NEW BUSINESS REALITIES
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Aruba continues to innovate Aruba ESP with design principles such as:Simplifying IT operations and improving agility by integrating more workflows and advanced technology through single pane of glass network management. Reducing complexity of IoT while boosting performance and operational support through the combination of the IoT Operations dashboard and new CX switches Improving network service delivery and the resulting end-user experience through full-featured AIOps – incident detection, root cause and self-healing automation Continuing to enhance hybrid work offerings including the new SD-WAN atHome capabilitiesReducing TCO through simplified network architectures (AOS 10) and improved operator efficiency via Central. 



OR MODERN IT CONSUMER
REINVENTING HOW EDGE NETWORKING CAN 

BE PURCHASED AND CONSUMED

Outcome oriented: 
Hybrid Work, Connected Stores, Hybrid Learning

“Pay as you go” Network-as-a-Service 
(NaaS) via monthly subscription

Intelligent Operations Option:
Aruba NOC operates day 2 solution for customer

HPE GreenLake for Aruba
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Organizations can obtain Aruba ESP solutions with improved ease, speed, and value using as-a-Service options that combine flexible consumption and financing. These options respond to our customers’ needs for pay-as-you-go consumption combined with improved agility of network software and equipment provisioning, optimized operations, and proactive service management experiences that are required today unlike ever before.



LET’S INNOVATE 
TOGETHER

To Deliver Exceptional Experiences, 
Business Outcomes and Your Competitive “Edge” 
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World has changed. And, technology is accelerating that pace of change.To survive and thrive, business must continue to adapt and innovate.Network infrastructure is the foundation for digital transformation.So, as business modernizes and places more demands and reliance on digital business capabilities, the network must transform too.Let’s innovate together – to deliver exceptional experiences, business results and to enhance your competitive edge.



ALTERNATE CUSTOMER LOGO 
SLIDES BY REGION



SECURELY POWERING THE EDGE
FOR INNOVATIVE ORGANIZATIONS

500k
Customers served across 

Americas, Europe, Middle East, 
Africa, Asia Pacific, and Japan

100+
Of 130 WW R11 Universities

POWERED BY Aruba

Common Criteria, 
FIPS, and DODIN-APL 
Certified Solutions2

1 R1* Very High Research Activity Universities 
2 https://www.arubanetworks.com/solutions/government/certifications/
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LOGOS: AMERICA’S VERSIONCommon Criteria and FIPS Certified products: https://www.arubanetworks.com/solutions/government/certifications/



SECURELY POWERING THE EDGE
FOR INNOVATIVE ORGANIZATIONS

500k
Customers served across 

Americas, Europe, Middle East, 
Africa, Asia Pacific, and Japan

100+
Of 130 WW R11 Universities

POWERED BY Aruba

Common Criteria, 
FIPS, and DODIN-APL 
Certified Solutions2

1 R1* Very High Research Activity Universities 
2 https://www.arubanetworks.com/solutions/government/certifications/
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LOGOS: APAC VERSIONCommon Criteria and FIPS Certified products: https://www.arubanetworks.com/solutions/government/certifications/



SECURELY POWERING THE EDGE
FOR INNOVATIVE ORGANIZATIONS

500k
Customers served across 

Americas, Europe, Middle East, 
Africa, Asia Pacific, and Japan

100+
Of 130 WW R11 Universities

POWERED BY Aruba

Common Criteria, 
FIPS, and DODIN-APL 
Certified Solutions2

1 R1* Very High Research Activity Universities 
2 https://www.arubanetworks.com/solutions/government/certifications/
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LOGOS: EMEA VERSIONCommon Criteria and FIPS Certified products: https://www.arubanetworks.com/solutions/government/certifications/DHL HENKEL CASA ShopsThe Student HotelEngel & VölkersThe City of BilbaoUniversity of Cambridge



SECURELY POWERING THE EDGE
FOR INNOVATIVE ORGANIZATIONS

500k
Customers served across 

Americas, Europe, Middle East, 
Africa, Asia Pacific, and Japan

100+
Of 130 WW R11 Universities

POWERED BY Aruba

Common Criteria, 
FIPS, and DODIN-APL 
Certified Solutions2

1 R1* Very High Research Activity Universities 
2 https://www.arubanetworks.com/solutions/government/certifications/
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LOGOS: LTAM VERSIONCommon Criteria and FIPS Certified products: https://www.arubanetworks.com/solutions/government/certifications/Dorado Heath GroupHospital LifeCenterPrefeitura de CariacicaRio Mar RecifeIESSBancolombia
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